
Embedding for empathy 
Helping students become better reporters 
 

Background 

As part of Nebraska Mosaic, a senior-level journalism capstone course, students are tasked with 

interviewing, writing and producing online stories for and about refugees and immigrants in Nebraska. 

They face a steep learning curve. Their knowledge about refugees and immigrants is limited, and they 

have no experience interacting with them, much less interviewing them and writing about them.  

The idea 
 
During a two-week period, students were required to become embedded reporters at two refugee 
agencies in Lincoln, Nebraska, in order to develop a better understanding of refugees and immigrants 
and the problems and issues they face.  
 

Goals 
 
The overarching goal of this assignment is to improve the students’ journalistic skills so they could write 

meaningful and well-reported stories that resonate with their diverse audiences. 

Specific objectives of this assignment for students included the following: 

 Develop empathy for their diverse audience members – refugees and immigrants. 

 Gain knowledge about refugees and immigrants.  

 Improve their comfort level when interacting with diverse peoples.   

 Improve their personal communication and interview skills when dealing with diverse peoples. 

 Improve their ability to develop story ideas and potential sources.  
 

How it works in the classroom 

Through assigned readings and a classroom presentation, students studied the journalistic practice of 

embedding, including when, why and how news organizations use it for newsgathering. Students 

discussed notable examples – political campaigns and military operations – and routine cases, such as 

crime reporters accompanying police officers on ride alongs. They also debated the pros and cons of the 

practice, such as access versus independence.  

The assignment required students to spend two, one-hour shifts at the refugee agencies. At Lincoln 

Literacy, students observed English Language Learning classes; at the Good Neighbor Center, they sat 

in on language and citizenship classes and other activities. During their shifts, students were encouraged 

to talk with as many people as possible, including agency staff, and to keep a log of their interactions.  

Student reaction 
 
In their written reflections, students were overwhelmingly positive about the assignment. As one student 

wrote: 

 “I loved this experience. Prior to the embed assignment I had little to no personal contact with 

refugees. I was going into this class blind. I thought that the refugees I interacted with would be 

afraid or unwilling to talk with me. I thought I would be seen as an intruder of sorts. This wasn’t 

my experience at all. The people I spoke with were very willing to have conversations with me.” 

Students cited several ways the assignment helped them practice better journalism. Increasing their 

comfort level and becoming more empathetic were common themes:  



 “As this is a population I had little experience with before, I felt nervous talking and interviewing 

these people. This assignment really helped me to not only feel comfortable around immigrants 

and refugees, but to also see a little more about what their lives are like and what is important to 

them.” 

Students also acknowledged that they had pre-conceived notions about their audience that were quickly 

dispelled.  

“I shouldn’t let my mind assume things about what refugees will feel about a certain topic (like 
Donald Trump.) I had assumed that all immigrants wouldn’t respect Trump, or fear him, but one 
refugee had told me he’s putting America first with his immigration ban, and he didn’t mind if he 
wasn’t allowed in, that he’d understand.” 

Several students said they liked having the opportunity to have casual conversations rather than formal 

interviews; the process was less stressful for both parties yet yielded helpful insight and perspective. 

Several students also said they developed story ideas and potential sources, thanks to the assignment.  

Results 

Students reported that their journalistic performance improved – particularly their ability to interview and 

interact with refugees and immigrants. That makes sense when one considers that the students went into 

the reporting process feeling better prepared and more empathetic and comfortable after completing the 

embed assignment. While there’s no definitive way to determine whether this assignment actually 

improved the quality of stories produced in the class, my intuition tells me it did. Successful interviews 

contribute mightily to the success of stories. After the embed assignment, students certainly seemed 

more enthusiastic and motivated to start reporting – and less apprehensive -- than those students in 

previous classes who did not do this assignment.  

Applicability  

At a time when the media is being criticized for being out of touch, news organizations have stepped up 

efforts to better engage audiences – especially diverse ones – and earn the trust of readers.   

This assignment is an easy and effective way to teach students about the importance of audience 

engagement while helping them develop a deeper understanding of the people they will interview and the 

issues they will write about. It could be readily adapted for use in other reporting courses in a variety of 

ways. In a reporting course centered on a beat system, for example, students could select someone to 

shadow in order to learn more about an assigned beat area, such as a city council member, a health care 

worker or a teacher. In general reporting classes, students could be required to “embed” with a source to 

get background before pursuing a story. And any type of diversity assignment could incorporate the 

“embed” idea.  

For beginning and advanced reporting students, the embed assignment offers several benefits: 

 Students are forced to get out of their comfort zone and talk to strangers, but they can simply 
have conversations with them and not be under the pressure of doing a formal interview. In 
exchange, they gain valuable background and insight. 

 Through observation and casual conversation, students most likely will get a good sense of a 
person’s experience and be more knowledgeable, empathetic and comfortable when writing 
about related topics. 

 

 
 

 


